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ABSTRACT

This article reviews the literature that examines the potentials, limitations, and consequences of robots and artificial intelligence (AI) in automation and augmentation across various disciplines. It presents key observations and suggestions from the literature review. Firstly, displacement effects from task automation continue to persist, but one should not assume the efficacy of technology in automation or augmentation, as evidenced by the declining productivity growth. Jobs with diverse tasks, requiring more physical dexterity, tacit knowledge, flexibility, or protected by professional or trade associations, are less likely to be negatively impacted. Despite countervailing effects, without policy intervention, automation and augmentation could widen inequality between social groups, labor and capital, and firms. Secondly, AI's promise in task automation and labor augmentation is mixed. AI tools can cause harm, and dissatisfaction and disengagement often arise from their opaqueness, errors, disregard for critical contexts, tacit knowledge, and domain expertise, as well as the demand for extra labor time and resources. The inadequate autonomy to override AI-based assessments further frustrates users who have to use these AI tools at work. Finally, the article calls for sociological research to specify conditions and mechanisms that ameliorate adverse consequences and enhance labor augmentation by embedding the study of automation and augmentation in concrete social and political contexts at multiple levels.
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INTRODUCTION

In recent years, the hype and fear surrounding robots and artificial intelligence (AI) may evoke déjà vu for those familiar with the history of technology and work. Technological advancements since the Industrial Revolution have brought about increased productivity and innovation, along with concerns about job displacement. The debate over automation and its negative impacts has been evident in public discussions and political agendas in the United States (US) and the United Kingdom (UK) since the 1960s (Lei 2023). Indeed, our bibliographic search reveals that the term "future of work" has been a prominent theme in book and article titles, as well as academic conferences, since the early 1970s, showing its enduring relevance and importance.

In the recent surge of interest, robotics has become closely associated with the fourth industrial revolution, also known as Industry 4.0. It represents the digital transformation of the industrial sector, integrating advanced technologies like robotics and real-time data analytics to boost productivity and flexibility in manufacturing processes (Pfeiffer 2016). AI has generated significant excitement as a general-purpose technology, comparable to the steam engine and the internet, with potential to impact various sectors. Computer scientist John McCarthy's widely cited definition describes AI as "the science and engineering of making intelligent machines, especially intelligent computer programs" (McCarthy 2007:1). Machine learning, a subset of AI, and deep learning, a sub-field of machine learning, have particularly sparked interest as prediction technologies due to their versatile applications, from natural language processing to recommendation engines, speech, and face recognition (Dargan et al. 2020). The release of ChatGPT and other generative AI tools has further fueled the excitement surrounding AI.

The excitement and concerns surrounding robots and AI primarily revolve around automation—the reduction of human input in certain tasks by machines (Agrawal et al. 2019). Recently, augmentation has also gained prominence in academic discourse on robots and AI. Augmentation refers to integrating technology into human workflows to enhance capabilities and productivity. Technology can have both "replacing" and "enabling" effects. Scholars emphasize substitution in automation and complementarity in augmentation, respectively (Acemoglu & Restrepo 2020, Brynjolfsson 2022). Though seemingly exclusive, task automation and labor augmentation are not polar opposites, as economists Agrawal, Gans, and Goldfarb (2023) point out. Instead, automation of some tasks can lead to labor augmentation elsewhere.

Amid the recurring hypes and fears surrounding automation-related technology, this article reviews the literature on the potentials, limitations, and consequences of robots and AI in automation and augmentation. Scholars studying these topics hail from multiple disciplines, including sociology, economics, human-computer interaction (HCI), law, management, and more. Given the interdisciplinary nature of the subject, we incorporate relevant literature from various fields. The article is divided into three main sections. Firstly, we review the literature, mainly in economics, that examines the effects of technology on labor demand, wages, employment, and economic and social inequality at the aggregate level. Next, we delve into the literature that investigates the adoption of robots and the implementation of AI technologies for task automation or labor augmentation. Research in this section highlights the importance of studying materiality, tacit knowledge, and expertise to comprehend the potentials, limitations,
and consequences of robots and AI in automation and augmentation. Lastly, we argue to embed the study of automation and augmentation in social and political contexts, examining how organizational and institutional factors, contexts, and mechanisms at various levels influence diverse outcomes related to the development and utilization of robots and AI.

**TECHNOLOGY, LABOR, AND PRODUCTIVITY**

The majority of studies on automation examine the impacts of industrial robots on wage and employment because the adoption of AI picked up speed only after 2016 in the US (Acemoglu 2021). Notably, Acemoglu and Restrepo’s (2017) study investigates the impact of increased usage of industrial robots between 1990 and 2007 on local labor markets in the US. Their findings reveal that areas with higher exposure to industrial robots in manufacturing experienced declines in employment and wages. They also estimate that automation has potentially been the most significant factor in reshaping the wage structure in the US, accounting for approximately 50% to 70% of the variation in wage changes across demographic groups between 1980 and 2019. Research in the context of the European Union finds that the presence of one additional robot per thousand workers reduces the employment rate by 0.16–0.20 percentage points. The negative effect is particularly evident for workers with middle-level education (Chiacchio et al. 2018). In Autor and Salomons’s (2018) study of OECD countries from 2007 to 2011, they found that automation displaces employment and reduces labor's share of value-added in the industries in which it originates.

In their efforts to estimate the impact of automation, economists have developed comprehensive frameworks to gain a better understanding of the effects of technology on work and employment. These frameworks encompass the analysis of displacement effects and countervailing effects.

**Displacement Effects**

Initially, labor economists placed significant emphasis on skill as the primary factor in explaining how technology replaces human labor. However, there has been a notable shift in focus from skill to task among many economists. The skill-biased technical change (SBTC) theory posits that technology favors high-skilled workers and disadvantages low-skilled workers. Since high-skilled workers are capable of using technology to increase production, technological advancement creates demand for them; in contrast, low-skilled workers will be replaced by technology (Katz & Murphy 1992). The SBTC theory corresponds with the upskilling theory in sociology, according to which automation leads to an increase in workers’ skills as workers are expected to learn new technologies (Adler 1992, Attewell 1992). However, in contrast to the prediction made by the SBTC theory, labor economists have found that computers and robots mostly displaced workers with middle-skilled cognitive and manual jobs (Autor 2015). Some labor economists further argue that the SBTC theory cannot explain the continued existence of low-skilled jobs and occupational polarization—employment growth in both high-skilled and low-skilled occupations—in economically developed countries (Goos & Manning 2007). These critiques highlight the limitation of the SBTC theory.
Moreover, both the SBTC theory and some of its critiques fail to acknowledge the challenges involved in measuring and comparing skill levels. Sociologists of work have extensively criticized the ambiguities and complexities associated with the concept of skill. These criticisms primarily revolve around questions such as whether skill should be treated as a measurable attribute of individuals or jobs, and the comparability of different skill (Attewell 1990, Spenner 1990). However, we observe that numerous studies across various disciplines continue to differentiate between distinct skill levels and persist in utilizing terms such as "low-skilled workers" and "high-skilled workers."

The limitations of the SBTC theory have led labor economists to propose task-based approaches that highlight task as the central unit of production and consider both displacement and countervailing effects of technology (Acemoglu & Restrepo 2019a). When examining displacement effects, labor economists consider the comparative advantages and relative productivity of labor and capital in different tasks. They posit that when capital is sufficiently inexpensive or productive at the margin in certain tasks, automation will substitute capital for labor in those tasks previously performed by human labor, leading to the displacement of workers. While increasing output per worker, such displacement effects could lead to a decrease in labor demand, wages, employment, and the share of labor in national income (Acemoglu & Restrepo 2019a).

Among labor economists who take a task-based approach, some have attempted to specify the types of tasks that are more likely to be automated by technology. A group of economists assert that technology can replace human labor in routine tasks—activities that can be expressed in step-by-step procedures—but not nonroutine tasks (Autor et al. 2003, Goos and Manning 2007). Routine tasks are characterized by middle-skilled cognitive and manual activities, such as many tasks that were once performed by skilled artisans in factories and office clerks. Nonroutine tasks encompass high-skilled cognitive and low-skilled manual activities. Nonroutine manual tasks, such as cleaning, make up low-skilled jobs in the service sector. Labor economists further argue that the material constraint of technology in substituting for nonroutine tasks and the movement of people from routine, middle-skilled jobs to nonroutine, low-skilled jobs can lead to occupational polarization and wage inequality (Autor et al. 2003, Goos & Manning 2007, Van Reenen 2011).

In the era of AI, AI technologies have the capacity to automate various cognitive tasks typically associated with intermediate-level skills in white-collar professions. Some scholars go even further to argue that AI technologies can routinize high-skilled work, potentially resulting in the decline of professionals in fields such as accountancy, law, health, and architecture (Susskind & Susskind 2015). We will delve into empirical research regarding this aspect later in the article.

It is also important to highlight that while nonroutine, low-skilled jobs are generally less susceptible to displacement by technology, the advancement of technology can still result in an increase in nonstandard forms of employment, underemployment, and a decline in job quality (Acemoglu 2021). For example, information and communications technologies (ICTs) and AI enable the automation of matching service providers with consumers and managing nonroutine, low-skilled tasks. In the platform economy, a significant number of workers function as
independent contractors, confronting increased technological surveillance and control along with insufficient social protection (Griesbach et al. 2019, Lei 2021, Vallas 2017). Research on occupational changes in the UK also reveals that although the evidence does not suggest workers there currently face an immediate risk of technological unemployment, technology does diminish the quality of jobs (Spencer & Slater 2020).

**Countervailing Effects**

In addition to displacement effects, economists have emphasized the countervailing effects of technology, which can expand labor demand. Empirical studies support the existence of countervailing effects. For instance, while some research demonstrates negative impacts of robotization on overall employment (Acemoglu & Restrepo 2017), other research finds positive effects (Autor & Salomons 2018). A sociological study investigating the influence of robotization on various occupational types in the US reveals that increased industrial robot usage is associated with growth in high-skilled, nonroutine jobs as well as middle-skilled, routine, and manual jobs (Dahlin 2019).

According to labor economists, a primary source of countervailing effects is the productivity effect. This effect arises from automation technology reducing the cost of performing certain tasks, leading to increased demand for labor in non-automated tasks across sectors that are undergoing or not experiencing automation (Acemoglu & Restrepo 2018, Autor 2015). The second source of countervailing effects originates from capital accumulation. Acemoglu and Restrepo (2019a) argue that the significant demand for capital in the automation process can lead to further capital accumulation (for example, by raising the rental rate of capital), thus bolstering the demand for labor. Counteracting effects can also emerge from the deepening of automation, which involves technological improvements in tasks that have already been replaced by capital. This type of automation can boost the productivity of capital, leading to an increase in labor demand without generating additional displacement effects. Despite the existence of countervailing effects, however, these effects might not be strong enough to establish a balanced growth path, which implies that technology could still lead to an increase in output per worker more than wages and a decrease in the share of labor in national income (Acemoglu & Restrepo 2019a).

Drawing on historical examples, labor economists argue that the emergence of new labor-intensive tasks, where labor holds a comparative advantage over capital, is the most significant factor in balancing the growth process and mitigating displacement effects. They refer to this countervailing effect as a "reinstatement effect." As new labor-intensive tasks reintegrate labor into the production process, they contribute to increased employment and/or wages (Acemoglu 2021). Acemoglu and Restrepo (2019b) highlight a notable increase in wages after World War II due to rapid automation in specific tasks and the introduction of numerous new tasks, countering the potential negative effects of automation on the labor market.

Indeed, the adoption of robots and AI has led to the emergence of new tasks and occupations. In China, for instance, the government has classified and described various emerging occupations, including industrial robot system operators, industrial robot system maintenance technicians,
service robot application technicians, AI engineering technicians, big data engineering technicians, and AI trainers. Research indicates that with the integration of AI, newly arising job roles involve training and interacting with the AI system, communicating its functionalities to customers, and monitoring and sustaining its performance (Acemoglu & Restrepo 2018, 2019a).

Emerging tasks have varying compensation levels. Low-paid tasks, exemplified by "ghost work" identified by Gray and Suri (2019), involve workers in poorly paid and often overlooked roles. These workers address glitches in automated tools and ensure the smooth functioning of mobile apps, websites, and AI applications. Data labeling work, considered labor-intensive and time-consuming, requires minimal training and is often performed by workers in economically developing countries (Kshetri 2021, Shestakofsky 2017). On the other hand, high-paying occupations in the AI field involve tasks like designing and applying AI algorithms, testing and fine-tuning them, and developing AI solutions. These roles require analytical, adaptive, interpersonal, and communication skills (Trajtenberg 2019). Such well-paid professional occupations are typically found in economically developed countries or major cities within developing countries. For a comprehensive understanding of the occupational stratification in the era of algorithms, Burrell and Fourcade (2021) offer an extensive review article.

The emergence of new tasks doesn't ensure a smooth labor market adjustment. Displacement effects from automation can profoundly impact workers employed in automated tasks, leading to challenges in their adaptation. Simultaneously, there might be a shortage of workers with the required skills to perform newly arising tasks in response to changing technological conditions (Acemoglu & Restrepo 2019a).

**Implications for Economic and Social Inequality**

The literature also indicates a correlation between automation technology and the widening inequality in various aspects, particularly inequality between different social groups, between capital and labor, and among different firms.

*Inequality between social groups.* The effects of automation technology, including displacement effects, countervailing effects, underemployment, and declining job quality, can disproportionately impact individuals based on race/ethnicity, gender, education level, industry, and region. Vulnerable workers in easily automated occupations are more likely to be adversely affected.

Generally, individuals with lower levels of education are more vulnerable to these adverse impacts (Katz & Murphy 1992). Acemoglu and Restrepo (2017) state that men's jobs, particularly those with lower educational requirements, are particularly susceptible to automation, mainly involving routine industrial tasks. Yet, in service industries and the public sector, a different pattern emerges. For example, the UK Office for National Statistics notes that automation in these sectors, such as self-checkouts at supermarkets and paralegals in law firms, tends to affect women and young workers the most. Additionally, the likelihood of job losses varies by locality, with peripheral regions outside main growth centers experiencing greater susceptibility to job displacement due to automation (Clifton et al. 2020).
In contrast, counteracting influences, particularly reinstatement effects, can alleviate adverse consequences of automation by creating new tasks and job opportunities. However, these emerging roles often require higher education and skills, benefiting individuals with such qualifications (Acemoglu & Restrepo 2018, 2019a). Furthermore, research shows that AI development and adoption vary by region, closely linked to the strengths of tech sectors in different areas. Industries and occupations tend to cluster geographically, leading to spatial inequality at various levels, including regional disparities within countries and inequalities across nations (Clifton et al. 2020, Raj & Seamans 2019).

**Inequality between capital and labor.** The adoption of technology, particularly automation, can widen inequality between capital and labor. Scholars have observed a decline in labor's share of national income and increasing returns to capital owners, starting in the 1980s and 1990s in advanced and developing economies, respectively, and becoming more pronounced in the 2000 (Dao et al. 2017a). Some economists link the impact of technology to the erosion of labor's share of national income, especially in countries and sectors more specialized in routine-intensive activities (Dao et al. 2017b). David Autor and Anna Salomons’ analysis of US data from 1970 to 2007 found that automation technologies, as embodied in total factor productivity growth, have been employment-augmenting yet labor share-displacing over the last four decades. While the countervailing effects of technology were stronger in terms of overall employment, they did not fully offset the displacement effects concerning labor share changes (Autor & Salomons 2018). In summary, the adoption of technology by capital owners has led to workers receiving a diminishing share of the economic pie.

**Inequality among firms.** Despite the rising returns for capital owners, not all firms have equal opportunities to develop or adopt automation-related technology (Acemoglu & Johnson 2023). In China, larger electronics manufacturers are more likely to invest in robot installations compared to smaller counterparts, primarily due to the capital requirements involved (Cheng et al. 2019). In the realm of AI, data serves as the essential fuel for prediction-driven tasks. Substantial capital investments are necessary to capture, compile, and process extensive volumes of data. Consequently, firms with advantages in these areas, such as possessing extensive digital infrastructure or platforms, are more inclined to develop and employ AI technologies (Ciuriak 2018).

Research suggests that the growing dominance of large firms, including in the technology sector, can lead to widening inequality among firms in their ability to innovate and employ AI technology. The rise of superstar firms, known for superior productivity, is attributed to globalization and technological advancements, leading to increased sales of these firms across various industries. This concentration of industries by superstar firms results in high markups and a lower labor share of value added (Autor et al. 2020). Notable examples of such firms in the tech sector include Google, Microsoft, Apple, Meta, and Amazon. Superstar firms have a significant impact on the decline of labor's share of national income and leave limited resources for their competitors, raising concerns about antitrust issues (Balliester & Elsheikhi 2018, Ciuriak 2018). Moreover, conglomerates with significant economic resources and technological prowess can leverage their advantages into political influence, shaping institutional and policy frameworks to further their own interests, potentially neglecting the welfare of the general
public, labor, consumers, and other enterprises (Acemoglu 2021). This trend is evident in countries like the US and China (Lei 2023, Zuboff 2019).

**The Productivity Paradox**

Despite extensive literature on technology's impact on labor demand and employment, economists face a paradox. On one hand, technology, particularly automation technologies, has the potential to enhance productivity. On the other hand, actual productivity growth measured statistically does not always align with these expectations. For instance, labor economists have found low aggregate productivity growth in the US since 1974, except for the period between 1995 and 2004 when it rebounded due to the widespread adoption of information technology (Gordon 2016). This trend of slowing productivity growth is not limited to the US but also observed in other high-income countries and large emerging economies like China (Syverson 2017). In spite of China's efforts to promote a science and technology-driven economy and extensive adoption of automation technologies (Lei 2022, 2023), the country has experienced a marked slowdown in productivity growth since the 2008 global financial crisis (Brandt et al. 2020).

The productivity paradox has sparked debates among scholars. Some argue that it results from output productivity mismeasurement, as technology's benefits are not fully reflected in aggregate statistics (Mokyr 2014). However, others find this hypothesis unlikely, given the pervasive nature of the productivity slowdown (Acemoglu & Restrepo 2019a, Brynjolfsson et al. 2019). Additionally, the paradox is further complicated by the fact that the slowdown is more severe in IT-intensive industries than in the rest of manufacturing, puzzling labor economists (Acemoglu et al. 2014).

Labor economists have proposed two alternative explanations. The first focuses on the concept of *excessive automation*, which refers to a faster rate of automation than what is socially desirable. Excessive automation can create inefficiencies by wasting resources and displacing labor. Government subsidies that favor capital over labor (e.g., in the form of tax codes) and labor market imperfections can contribute to an inefficient increase in automation, leading to the misallocation of capital and labor (Acemoglu & Restrepo 2018). Acemoglu and Restrepo (2019a) also introduce the concept of "so-so technologies," which pertains to technologies that are sufficiently adequate for adoption but lack the potential to significantly enhance productivity. The adoption of such technologies can result in limited productivity effects, excessive automation, and adverse social consequences. Sociological research offers evidence that supports this line of argument. For instance, in China, certain manufacturers, driven by government subsidies and additional incentives, failed to adequately consider factors such as productivity growth, actual outcomes of automation, and social consequences when installing robots (Lei 2022).

The second explanation is underinvestment in non-automation-related technologies and inadequate investment in complements to automation technology. Acemoglu and Restrepo (2019) argue that the heavy focus on AI, machine learning, and big data techniques for task automation could lead to reduced investment in other productivity-enhancing technologies.
Brynjolfsson, Rock, and Syverson (2019) highlight the time lag between the emergence of a technology and its measured productivity effects. They emphasize the challenges and adjustment costs at individual, organizational, and societal levels in developing complements for automation technology to fully realize its benefits. These complements include not just human capital and skills but also novel processes, business models, organizational structures, and cultural changes.

**TECHNOLOGY AT WORK**

Parts of the previous discussions, particularly those addressing the productivity paradox and the uncertainty surrounding countervailing effects, underscore the significance of analyzing the development and implementation of AI, robotics, and associated technologies in the workplace. Amidst the ongoing hype and fear surrounding robots and AI, sociologists and other social scientists have focused on scrutinizing their adoption at work, revealing dangers, pitfalls, limitations, and potentials.

**Dangers and Pitfalls: Surveillance, Control, Manipulation, and Bias**

While the economics literature highlights the adverse effects of automation-related technology on wages and employment, research in sociology and other disciplines has also delved into the additional detrimental consequences of AI technologies for workers, marginalized groups, and citizens as they are developed and implemented in the workplace. These consequences can arise either unintentionally or intentionally.

As mentioned in the preceding section, a growing number of firms use AI technologies to automate managerial surveillance and exert greater control over workers (Brayne & Christin 2020, Griesbach et al. 2019, Kellogg et al. 2020, Rosenblat 2018, Vallas 2017). Among workers, those in low-skilled positions often experience the most intensive and extensive technological control since work supervision can be automated relatively easily (Lei 2023). However, this heightened control has resulted in various forms of resistance from workers, as Kellogg, Valentine, and Christin systematically theorized in their article (2020). Research has also shown individual efforts and collective action organized by workers to resist automated managerial surveillance and control (Brayne & Christin 2020, Lei 2021, Tassinari & Maccarrone 2020).

Furthermore, AI technologies have evolved into not only instruments utilized by employers but also political actors. Authoritarian governments, like the Chinese government, have adopted AI technologies to surveil their citizens, particularly targeting ethnic minorities, and to carry out censorship and propaganda (Chin & Lin 2022, Munn 2022b). There are also concerns among scholars about AI technologies encroaching upon privacy and individual autonomy, as well as being exploited by political actors to influence the public through information manipulation, spreading misinformation, and disseminating disinformation. As a result, scholars argue that AI poses a significant threat to democracy (Acemoglu 2021, Zuboff 2019).

Another major concern associated with the use of AI technologies at work is their potential to perpetuate bias and social inequality (Acemoglu 2021, Benjamin 2019, Broussard 2018, 2023,
AI tools, designed to enhance productivity and efficiency, are being increasingly utilized to automate and assist human decision-making across various domains. These include policing, the judicial system, finance, business, government and social services, healthcare, education, and more. While AI-assisted decision-making may appear neutral, objective, and superior to human decision-making in terms of efficiency and susceptibility to bias, research has extensively shown how it can inadvertently lead to prejudice or bias against individuals or groups based on their inherent or acquired characteristics (Mehrabi et al. 2021). When applied to determine the allocation of life chances, including opportunities, resources, and restrictions, AI-assisted decision-making can perpetuate and exacerbate social inequality. To exemplify this issue, we provide two instances.

Research shows that facial recognition technology exhibits higher accuracy rates when identifying faces with lighter skin and traditionally male facial features, compared to darker skin and traditionally female facial features (Buolamwini & Gebru 2018). The increasing use of this technology in law enforcement can lead to disproportionate misidentifications, raising concerns about civil liberties for women and communities of color (Schuetz 2021). Scholars have also discovered that a risk-assessment algorithm used in healthcare systems tends to assign the same predicted risk score to healthier white patients and less healthy Black patients, despite their different health conditions. This occurs because the algorithm uses healthcare expenditure as a proxy for health needs, resulting in disparities in resource allocation and healthcare provision, thereby reinforcing existing inequalities (Obermeyer et al. 2019). These examples are just a few of many studies highlighting similar insights.

Existing studies identify multiple sources of bias in AI-assisted decision-making. The first arises from biased data generation used in training and analysis, where historical discrimination and unrepresentative data sets can introduce biases into algorithms. The second source of bias lies in algorithm design choices, which can either introduce new biases or amplify existing ones in the data. Additionally, during AI system implementation, biased algorithm predictions can influence user decisions, creating a feedback loop that generates more biased data for training future algorithms (Gerdon et al. 2022, Mehrabi et al. 2021).

Various actors, including scholars, journalists, and activists, have responded to the dangers and drawbacks of AI technology with criticisms and actions. In both the public and private sectors, there has been a proliferation of published AI guidelines and codes of ethics (Greene et al. 2019, Munn 2022a). Tech companies have hired personnel to institutionalize and enforce ethical guidelines (Metcalf & Moss 2019). Furthermore, there has been a rise in activism and scholarly initiatives aimed at promoting fairness, transparency, and accountability in AI technology.

However, the effectiveness of these efforts remains uncertain and disputed. Research highlights the disparity between ethics as a mode of normative inquiry and ethics as a practical undertaking. The practical application of tech ethics encounters several significant constraints. Tech ethics is marked by vagueness and ineffectiveness (Munn, 2022a). While its implementation primarily centers on AI practitioners (e.g., data scientists and engineers) and the design of technology, AI practitioner encounter difficulties in selecting performance metrics, identifying the most pertinent direct stakeholders and demographic groups to focus on, and gathering datasets for
evaluations. There is insufficient interaction between AI practitioners and direct stakeholders or domain experts. Moreover, the implementation of tech ethics becomes assimilated into the motives and rewards of corporate frameworks that prioritize customers over marginalized groups (Madaio et al., 2022). These limitations suggest that technology ethics can lead to a phenomenon known as "ethics-washing" within corporations. This involves adopting ethical terminology to divert scrutiny and avoid governmental regulations, all the while sidestepping a genuine dedication to ethical conduct (Attard-Frost et al., 2023; Green, 2021; Metcalf & Moss, 2019).

**Limitations and Potentials: Materiality, Tacit Knowledge, and Expertise**

In addition to uncovering the dangers and pitfalls of AI, sociologists and other social scientists also explore the limitations and potentials of robotics and AI in automation and augmentation. Due to their distinct material properties, we discuss research on these two technologies separately. However, as we will illustrate later, materiality (i.e., the physical attributes of technology and human body), tacit knowledge, and expertise are consistent and interrelated themes in the literature.

*Robots.* Research on robotic automation suggests that terms such as "routine" and "low-skilled" underestimate the critical significance of living human labor capacity and the contributions of tacit knowledge (Lei 2022, Pfeiffer 2016). The concept of living human capacity focuses on the somatic affordances of the human body in comparison with the capabilities of automation technology. Such affordances enable humans to understand certain processes without explicit knowledge of how those processes work. Scholars have long emphasized the role of tacit knowledge in society. Explicit and tacit knowledge differ in terms of codifiability, mechanisms for knowledge transfer, and methods of acquisition and accumulation. Tacit knowledge is often intuitive, unarticulated, and action-oriented, making it challenging to express through communication. The transfer of tacit knowledge often requires close interaction, shared understanding, and practical experience in the relevant context (Lam 2000; Polanyi 1958, 1967).

In his work, Harry Collins (2010) classifies tacit knowledge into three categories based on the challenges in codifying it. Weak, or relational, tacit knowledge remains concealed due to organizational boundaries within societies. However, with sufficient effort, relational tacit knowledge can be made explicit. Medium, or somatic, tacit knowledge is embodied in the human physique but not fundamentally inexplicable. Strong, or collective, tacit knowledge is deeply embedded in the socially shared world of meanings, and Collins argues that it cannot be fully made explicit or integrated. Even when tacit knowledge can be made explicit, it may not be economically viable (Shetakofsky 2017). Understanding tacit knowledge helps analyze why and how a machine functions or falls short in specific contexts (Bijker 2011).

Scholars have examined classic examples of routine work against the backdrop of Industry 4.0. Major global markets for industrial robots encompass China, Germany, Japan, the US, and South Korea, with substantial revenues generated in the automotive and electronics manufacturing industries (Cheng et al. 2019). Consequently, a significant portion of research on robotic automation has been conducted within these contexts. Despite advancements, studies of electronics and automotive manufacturing show certain actions remain challenging for robots to
replicate, particularly those relying on sensory perception and body memory. These actions involve somatic affordances of the human body, making it difficult to transfer somatic tacit knowledge in a cost-efficient manner (Lei 2022, Pfeiffer 2016). For instance, knowing the appropriate amount of force and pressure to apply through the sense of touch poses challenges. In light of these challenges, major electronics manufacturers in China have once again recognized the unique qualities of human workers in precise, skilled, and flexible assembly tasks, even though such tasks are usually perceived as routine or low-skilled (Lei 2022).

Research also suggests that the prevailing scholarly and popular discourse, which solely emphasizes the perils of robots replacing humans, often fails to acknowledge the emergence of new tasks that demand an increased level of physical dexterity. In her study of electronics manufacturing, Lei (2022) found that the limitations of robots are further magnified by the increasing delicacy of electronics products, which demand higher levels of flexibility and precision during assembly. As a result, there is an adjustment in the division of labor between human workers and machines. Robots are utilized to relieve workers from certain tasks, particularly those that are dirty, dull, or dangerous. This enables workers to focus on assignments that require greater levels of physical dexterity. It is thus not surprising that globally mobile capital persists in seeking cheap and disciplined labor on a global scale.

Furthermore, collective tacit knowledge plays a crucial role in the uninterrupted functioning and continuous improvement of assembly lines. It is not only engineers and technicians who possess such collective tacit knowledge, but also "low-skilled" workers. As these workers gain experience in performing "routine tasks," their acquired knowledge enables them to proactively address issues and adapt to unpredictable circumstances. The increasing complexity of assembly lines due to automation technology amplifies the significance of tacit knowledge in their operation. While human supervision, adjustment, maintenance, and improvement remain essential, workers handling "routine tasks" must be trained to work alongside the more intricate assembly lines (Bainbridge 1983, Pfeiffer 2016).

Toyota's decision to replace robots with humans amidst the growing hype surrounding automation exemplifies the importance of collective tacit knowledge in manufacturing. In a factory in Japan, the company transitioned from automated equipment to manual forging of crankshafts using human workers, resulting in surprising outcomes: a 10% reduction in material waste and a 96% reduction in the production line length. Instead of viewing deskilling through automation as a victory of firms over workers (Noble 1984), the Toyota leadership believed that an excessive reliance on automation could undermine tacit knowledge and lead to a lack of understanding among workers regarding the production processes. This, in turn, could result in a deficiency of continuous improvement in manufacturing, potentially leading to the loss—rather than gain—of the company in the long term (Bauer et al. 2018). Toyota's decision corresponds to what Bainbridge (1983) wrote about the ironies of automation. Although routine tasks are the easiest to automate among all kinds of tasks, performing mundane tasks helps workers hone their skills and knowledge, preparing them for more complex tasks. As such, automating routine tasks can deprive workers of the knowledge and experiences they need to perform tasks that machines (e.g., robots and AI) cannot (De Bruyn et al. 2020).
Research has also revealed the limitations of using robots to automate certain tasks and thereby augment human capabilities. The limitations are primarily due to the additional tasks, reconfiguration of work practices, and oppositions from various actors that arise upon the introduction of robots, as illustrated by the incorporation of robots into long-term care facilities for routine tasks (Vogt & König 2021). Japan's rapidly aging society requires addressing the long-term care labor shortage. The introduction of robotic devices has been disappointing, with costly work practice reconfigurations. Even if successfully implemented, robotic devices, like robotic exoskeletons, often require additional adjustments and do not seamlessly integrate into intended tasks. Dealing with these challenges consumes valuable time that could be devoted to patient care. While the adopted "so-so technologies" may replace human labor for certain tasks, they do not significantly enhance productivity (Acemoglu & Restrepo 2019a). Furthermore, the introduction of humanoid robots to provide services encountered opposition from visitors who feel a sense of alienation in their presence. Research indicates that long-term care facilities in Japan have taken steps to eliminate impractical robotic devices and reconsider their purchasing strategies (Vogt & König 2021).

*Artificial Intelligence.* In general, research suggests AI excels in tasks that have clearly defined parameters, such as prediction, routine decision-making, logistics, and pattern recognition. However, despite their remarkable advancements, AI technologies still face challenges in automating tasks that involve complex reasoning, judgment, abstract problem-solving, and a combination of physical activity, empathy, and communication skills due to their material constraints (Acemoglu & Restrepo 2019a).

Relatedly, challenges in transferring tacit knowledge between AI models and organizations also significantly limit the capacity and application of AI in task automation or labor augmentation. On one hand, the absence of "common sense" and collective tacit knowledge makes the specification of a holistic objective function and AI-powered decision making particularly complex (De Bruyn et al. 2020, Shestakofsky 2017). For instance, AI models cannot adequately capture the rich knowledge and contextual information possessed by social workers, leading to unrealistic assessments of risk (Kawakami et al. 2022). On the other hand, developers and users continue to encounter challenges in explaining, interpreting, and controlling the operation of complex and opaque AI models, which are often perceived as "black boxes"(De Bruyn et al. 2020). Such difficulties in transferring tacit knowledge tend to be more complex than in the case of robotics, as there are fewer difficulties in explainability and interpretability in the latter.

Amidst the hype surrounding AI, scholars have delved into comparing the accuracy and fairness of AI-based automated decision-making with that of human decision-making in areas such as healthcare and criminal justice (Jussupow et al. 2022). Much of this research centers around risk-assessment tools employed within the criminal justice system in the US. While some studies suggest that algorithms outperform human decision-makers in estimating risk within the criminal justice system (Green & Chen 2019), others indicate that a widely used AI-based risk assessment tool is no more accurate or fair than predictions made by individuals lacking criminal justice expertise. Furthermore, the tool fares no better than a simple logistic regression model when it comes to decision-making (Dressel & Farid 2018). Given the mixed findings in existing literature, scholars suggest that we should evaluate the effectiveness of AI-based and human decision-making on a case-by-case basis (Gerdon et al. 2022).
Also, solely focusing on the accuracy and fairness of AI models can lead to overlooking how the introduction of AI-based tools can reconfigure work conditions and result in additional labor time and expenditures. This is similar to the case of introducing robots to Japan's long-term care facilities (Vogt & König 2021). While many AI technologies aim to reduce the time required for certain tasks and increase productivity and efficiency, research on AI applications in healthcare, public service, and farm management reveals that the implementation and utilization of AI tools often require additional, often invisible and undervalued, labor and expenditures. This encompasses managing the opacity and errors of AI tools, addressing disruptions, performing emotional labor towards other coworkers or clients, and adapting to evolving work routines, logics, and infrastructures. The need for extra labor often adds stress to users who already face time pressure and labor shortages, leading to doubts about the overall benefits of AI tools and concerns about "so-so technologies" (Acemoglu & Restrepo 2018, Jussupow et al. 2022, Kawakami et al. 2022, Mateescu & Elish 2019). In the case of healthcare, scholars also show how the introduction of algorithmic tools led to a non-negotiable disjunction between human-initiated care work and work that supports algorithms, making hospitals algorithmically-centered rather than human-centered (Bailey et al. 2020).

A significant theme that requires further research pertains to professionals, experts, and expertise. While the challenge to and skepticism towards professionals is not a new phenomenon (Epstein 1995), some scholars argue that with the wider application of AI, professionals in fields such as law, accounting, and healthcare are increasingly vulnerable to highly capable machines that can automate complex tasks and redefine the distribution of expertise. As a result, AI technologies is going to render professionals obsolete (Susskind & Susskind 2015). However, contrary to Susskind and Susskind's (2015) sweeping prediction about the obsolescence of professionals, existing studies suggest that AI technologies, while capable of substituting skilled labor in certain tasks, primarily serve to augment the capabilities of professionals (Clifton et al. 2020, Rodgers et al. 2023).

Among all professionals, radiologists arguably face one of the highest risks of automation. Traditionally, radiologists rely on visual assessment of medical images, but AI technologies now automatically recognize complex patterns and provide quantitative assessments of radiographic characteristics. Presently, AI development has reached a diagnostic performance on par with medical experts and has even surpassed clinicians with less experience, particularly in image recognition-related fields (Shen et al. 2019). Despite these advancements, radiologists are not experiencing technological unemployment but rather a global labor shortage due to an aging population and increased healthcare accessibility. AI has emerged as a solution to address this shortage (Chen et al. 2021). 2 Currently, radiologists retain the authority to decide whether and how to incorporate AI's diagnostic assessment into their final diagnosis (Jussupow et al. 2022, Lebovitz et al. 2022).

In the realm of legal practice, the integration of AI within law firms is still in its early stages. Empirical research regarding how lawyers and paralegals use AI in their practice remains limited. Many lawyers, including those who have experience using AI, often express skepticism about the efficiency and effectiveness of legal AI technologies. Currently, AI is primarily utilized in legal research to expedite certain tasks, such as identifying potentially relevant information, thereby reducing the time spent on these activities (Brooks et al. 2020). Machine
learning algorithms, in particular, aid in the identification of pertinent cases or statutes and generate legal research memos. AI technologies also assist lawyers and paralegals in uncovering relevant information for tasks involving due diligence and contract analytics. Overall, despite technological advancements, legal AI is predominantly utilized in law firms for peripheral tasks in the legal process. This is due to the complex nature of legal reasoning and judgment, as well as the need for communication with multiple parties involved in legal proceedings (Rodgers et al. 2023). The substitution of labor in the information search and administrative process potentially enables lawyers and paralegals to focus on core legal responsibilities within their practice, which require skills such as persuasion, judgment, creativity, and interpersonal communication.

While the adoption of AI technology has not rendered professionals obsolete, it has ushered in new areas and forms of expertise within professional services, particularly centered around AI. Drawing on the work of Eyal and Pok (2011), we conceptualize expertise as a network comprising actors, instruments, statements, and institutional arrangements. Research indicates a growing number of data scientists assuming roles as fresh technical experts within diverse firms (Dorschel 2021). This trend parallels a larger pattern that encompasses the integration of computer engineers into conventional professional work settings and domains of expertise (Ensmenger 2010, Pardo-Guerra 2019). Nevertheless, data scientists undertake conflicting roles, functioning both as generalists and specialists, technicians and communicators, as well as data exploiters and ethicists. These roles distinguish them from statisticians or computer scientists (Dorschel 2021). For instance, in the retail industry, data scientists are tasked with gathering and explicating tacit knowledge from professionals with domain expertise. They proactively encourage domain experts in their company to explicitly articulate the underlying theories behind their decisions (Valentine & Hinds 2022). Further exploration of the relationship and interaction between emerging technical experts in the field of AI and other domain experts is warranted.

Scholars have observed the rise of technical experts in conventional professional services, responsible for tasks like system selection, AI procurement, data curation, and model evaluation (Kluttz & Mulligan 2019, Rodgers et al. 2023). Some law firms in the US and UK seek data analysts proficient in data science, Python, and SQL for emerging tasks (Sako et al. 2022). This trend raises the possibility of blurred roles and boundaries between various types of experts, such as paralegals, legal assistants, and technical experts. Semi-professionals, like radiographers, express more concern about AI's impact on their roles and skills compared to radiologists. Conventional professionals, certified and affiliated with their associations, show greater confidence in their expertise despite AI's rise (Chen et al. 2021). To address the opportunities and challenges presented by AI technologies, professional associations have initiated the development of policies and initiatives within their respective fields. The influence of professional associations can play a substantial role in shaping the configuration of expertise networks (Rodgers et al. 2023).

The emergence of new forms of expertise centered on AI further raises critical questions about the relationship between human expertise and AI-powered expertise. Inquiries in this regard intersect with studies of HCI. In high-stakes decisions, conventional professionals like physicians, judges, and lawyers usually have the autonomy to follow or disregard the assessments made by AI technologies (Jussupow et al. 2021, Stevenson & Doleac 2022). A
challenge arises as AI systems often provide limited information for professionals to understand their assessments. Despite this limitation, conventional professionals exercise human oversight and discretion when making ultimate judgments, recommendations, or decisions. Examples include medical diagnostics, criminal court sentencing, and pretrial release or detainment decisions (Novokmet et al. 2022).

An understudied research agenda pertains to how professionals interact with AI-based assessments when making decisions, particularly when their assessments diverge from those generated by AI technologies (Gerdon et al. 2022, Jussupow et al. 2022). Some investigations delve into aversion towards AI-based assessments, while others study overreliance on AI. Psychological research suggests that people's reluctance to rely on algorithmic advice stems from their perception of their own capabilities in comparison to the perceived accuracy of the algorithm. When individuals observe an algorithm making an error, they tend to become more confident in their ability to make the correct decision relative to their trust in the algorithm (Dietvorst et al. 2015, Kawakami et al. 2022).

Legal research examines the use of risk assessment tools in sentencing. Stevenson and Doleac (2022) conduct statistical analysis and uncover disparities between sentencing outcomes and recommendations provided by risk assessment tools. They argue that judges exercise discretion to mitigate adverse consequences of using risk assessment tools, which may come at the expense of reducing potential gains. Consequently, the adoption of risk assessment tools does not seem to yield discernible benefits in terms of public safety or reduced incarceration. Over time, judges relied heavily on risk assessment during initial adoption but gradually phased out its usage. Despite their valuable contribution, Stevenson and Doleac's methodology does not fully reveal how legal professionals use risk assessment tools.

Given that studies investigating this topic primarily rely on statistical analysis, simulation, or experiments, there is a need for qualitative research that employs observation and in-depth interviews. In this regard, two qualitative studies on how radiologists utilize diagnostic AI systems hold significant value in unraveling the complexities of the interactive decision-making process. Both studies find varying levels of engagement with AI systems among radiologists. Some radiologists try to make sense of AI assessments by relating their own knowledge to AI assessments and learn from this process, while others do not engage with AI systems. The latter tend to find it difficult, time-consuming, and unproductive to engage with AI assessments due to their opacity, especially considering their workload and time pressure (Jussupow et al. 2022, Lebovitz et al. 2022).

Jussupow, Spohrer, and Heinzl’s work (2022) further explain varying types of engagement. They found the use of AI systems by radiologists is linked to their diagnostic self-efficacy, which is largely influenced by their experiences. Radiologists with moderate to low diagnostic self-efficacy tend to extensively utilize AI systems and make efforts to interpret AI assessments. Confirming AI assessments enhance their diagnostic confidence, while disconfirming assessments offer learning opportunities to avoid errors and gain insights into diagnostics or AI mistakes. Despite occasional incorrect assessments, they believe the benefits of AI outweigh drawbacks. In comparison, radiologists with medium to high diagnostic self-efficacy perceive
that AI systems do not influence their decisions. They attribute credibility to the AI system when their own assessments align with the AI assessments. In cases of conflicting advice, they tend to dismiss it without thorough deliberation, while sharing information about AI’s errors with their colleagues. They perceive the system to be valuable only for less experienced colleagues. Radiologists with high diagnostic self-efficacy have minimal engagement with the AI system. They perceive the system as lacking value for themselves and their colleagues. Disconfirming advice from the AI system is seen as an unnecessary source of distraction. They emphasize the significance of personal skills, tacit knowledge, experience, and competence as crucial factors for accurate diagnostics. Consequently, they suggest removing the AI system from clinical practice.

Qualitative research investigating the experiences of social workers utilizing an AI-based decision tool to handle child welfare issues aligns with findings from studies involving radiologists. Social workers express frustration with the lack of intelligibility and transparency in the AI tool. Additionally, the assessments made by social workers often differ from AI-based assessments, as the latter do not consider crucial contextual knowledge and information. Consequently, most social workers hold negative evaluations of the system, affecting their engagement with it. The study also reveals that most workers perceive AI-based assessments as playing a relatively minor, non-driving role in their overall decision-making processes (Kawakami et al. 2022). Overall, the evidence does not suggest that AI tools significantly augmented the capabilities of social workers.

Despite the similarities between the studies on radiologists and social workers, there are critical differences concerning their autonomy and power within their organizations. In Kawakami et al.'s research (2022) social workers exhibit a lower degree of autonomy in overriding AI-based assessments. Organizational pressure and incentives discourage social workers from disagreeing with these AI-based assessments, especially when they already perceive having too many overrides. As a result, they adopt AI-based assessments even when these assessment contradict their own best judgment. Moreover, the study highlights that social workers have limited power over the designers and administrators, who intentionally keep the model opaque to prevent social workers from gaming the system to produce desirable scores. The latter also largely overlook feedback from social workers regarding potential improvements. This lack of influence further exacerbates the challenges faced by social workers in effectively engaging with the AI tool.

EMBEDDING AUTOMATION AND AUGMENTATION INTO THE SOCIAL AND POLITICAL CONTEXTS

While the existing literature contributes to our understanding of the dangers, pitfalls, limitations, and benefits of robots and AI in automating tasks or augmenting human capabilities, there has been limited research focused on examining and explaining variations in these outcomes. We argue that future research should move in this direction and embed the study of automation and augmentation in concrete social and political contexts. Specifically, future research should examine how organizational and institutional factors, contexts, and mechanisms at different levels (e.g., firms, industries, subnations, countries, and beyond) influence diverse outcomes related to the development and utilization of robotics and AI. Sociologists are well-positioned to
conduct such research, benefiting from the wealth of analytic tools available in various subfields of sociology.

Here, we propose two specific research agendas. First, as mentioned in the previous section, materiality, tacit knowledge, and expertise are recurring themes in existing studies concerning the potentials and limitations of technology in automation and augmentation. Building on the work of Eyal and Pok (2011), we believe it will be fruitful to examine how the evolving configuration of expertise networks within and across organizations and fields influences the specific dangers, pitfalls, limitations, and benefits of technology developed to assist in task automation or labor augmentation. To do this, it is necessary to explore the interplay between professionals, semi-professionals, technical experts, other type of workers, professional associations, organizations (e.g., government agencies, law firms, hospitals, tech firms, research institutes, labor unions, and non-governmental organizations), the public, instruments (e.g., technological and legal instruments), forms of knowledge, competing claims of expertise and knowledge, professional identity, autonomy, and organizational and institutional environments. Such a research agenda will primarily focus on micro- and meso- levels of analysis and their interaction. Our approach aligns with the view of adopting a multi-stakeholder perspective to study the design, development, and maintenance of AI among AI and HCI communities (Delgado et al. 2021). However, it is situated in organizational and institutional analysis and dynamics and is more specific in terms of identifying relevant sociological concepts.

For example, one can extend the case study conducted by Kawakami et al. (2022) on social workers. The study reveals that social workers demonstrate limited autonomy in overriding AI assessments and have minimal influence on the development of the AI tool, despite voicing their concerns. The analytics team within the bureaucracy seems to prioritize maintaining a specific acceptable rate of overrides, thereby exerting power over social workers and their supervisors. Presumably, social workers in different organizations may have varying levels of autonomy and be embedded in distinct organizational structures and cultures. These organizational contexts can significantly influence the relationship and interaction between social workers, technical experts (e.g., AI model designers), and supervisors, leading to diverse modes of knowledge transmission, outcomes of competing claims of expertise, varied engagements with AI tools, and differing evaluations of the benefits of AI tools in enhancing social workers' capabilities.

As another illustration, one can compare the process and consequences of automation and augmentation in settings with varying power relations between workers and employers. Factories in both China and Germany have promoted the agenda of Industry 4.0. However, labor unions have a strong presence in Germany but not in China. Workers in Germany, in general, are likely to be able to protect themselves from the adverse consequences of automation and benefit from labor augmentation more than their counterparts in China (Haipeter 2020, Pfeiffer 2016).

Secondly, we also find it valuable to conduct more macro-level analysis, focusing on the formation, change, and consequences of the larger institutional environment. Future research can examine different regimes that govern automation-related technology as well as the intended and unintended consequences of these regimes. Technology is not deterministic. As economist Jason Furman (2019) has pointed out, many high-income countries have experienced similar
technological changes as the US, yet the US has had a greater increase in income inequality and higher overall levels of inequality than other high-income countries. Indeed, institutions and public policies can significantly influence whether and to what extent changes in technology shape socioeconomic outcomes and result in winners and losers.

To understand and examine the current moment, it is helpful to look back the history. In the 1960s, politicians, trade union leaders, scholars, and the general public in the US grappled with the implications of new levels of automation made possible by computers and program-controlled machines. In 1964, activists, scholars, and technologists sent an open memorandum to President Lyndon B. Johnson, warning about the cybernation revolution and its potential for almost unlimited productivity with progressively less human labor. In response, President Johnson established the National Commission on Technology, Automation, and Economic Progress to address concerns about automation's impact on employment. The Commission aimed to harness technology's benefits for productivity and progress while safeguarding the interests of workers and families. National security was also a priority, given the Cold War context, as automation was considered vital to the country's security (Lei 2023).

Since the 1960s, however, conditions have changed significantly in the US and globally. The New Deal order declined, replaced by the neoliberal order (Gerstle 2022). The Cold War ended, and neoliberal globalization emerged. Instead of addressing concerns in the 1960s, the US witnessed the rise of a powerful and loosely regulated tech sector under a fragmented political and legal environment influenced by the Californian Ideology. This ideology combines counterculture with a belief in the transformative power of new ITs, social liberalism, and economic liberalism (Turner 2006). Gradually, the US saw the weakening of the welfare state and a poorly organized labor force. In this environment, technological changes did not result in broad-based prosperity but rather increased inequality (Acemoglu & Johnson 2023).

Furthermore, the neoliberal globalization promoted by American politicians and multinational companies unexpectedly contributed to the rise of China as an economic and technological superpower, eventually leading to geopolitical tensions. In China, the government established a technological development regime characterized by a hyper-rational developmental state, an authoritarian political regime, and an asymmetrically symbiotic relationship between the government and tech companies. The dominant ideology blends high modernism, technonationalism, technological fetishism, and meritocracy. Similarly to the US, China has a weak welfare state, a poorly organized labor force, and significant inequality. The government's efforts to facilitate high-tech-driven economic development have resulted in an instrument-centered rather than human-centered developmental regime, paying little attention to marginalized groups impacted by technological and economic transformation (Lei 2023).

Today, the world witnesses the decline of neoliberal globalization and the co-existence of two superpowers—the US and China—that compete for technological supremacy in the age of AI. Under these new conditions, the once "hidden" or "disguised" developmental state and industrial policy are back in the US, as illustrated by the Chips and Science Act of 2022 in the US (Lei 2023). The bill's spending is dedicated to chip manufacturing, research into AI, quantum computing, robotics, among other areas.
In a review article, Judy Wajcman (2017) questions which aspects are old and new in recent discussions about AI and robotics when we situate the recent wave of hype and fear historically. We consider the current moment a critical historical juncture. Compared to concerns in the past, issues related to automation and augmentation have grown more complex. In the past, the focus was solely on the threat to employment, rising inequality, and assisting workers in adapting through education and training. Now, new issues include bias, surveillance, threats to privacy, and democracy. Additionally, the unfulfilled potential of technology, declining productivity growth, cybersecurity, data regulation, and competition policy are also areas of concern (Agrawal et al. 2019, Furman 2019). As geopolitical tensions rise, national security and technological self-reliance have become crucial, especially for superpowers like the US and China (Lei 2023). Decisions and negotiations concerning these diverse issues, which could potentially conflict with each other, will significantly impact various aspects of life, including the potential for AI and robots to promote broad-based prosperity. Sociologists are well-positioned to study such political processes and their consequences.

CONCLUSION

The “future of work” agenda has remained relevant since the early 1970s, with the emergence of new technologies capable of task automation and labor augmentation. After reviewing the literature, we presented the following observations and suggestions. Firstly, displacement effects from task automation persist, but we should not assume the efficacy of AI or robots, as indicated by declining productivity growth. Jobs with diverse tasks, requiring physical dexterity, flexibility, or tacit knowledge, and those protected by professional associations or trade unions, are less likely to be negatively impacted by automation-related technology. Despite the existence of countervailing effects, automation and augmentation could widen inequality between social groups, labor and capital, and firms without policy intervention, as better-off individuals and firms are more likely to mitigate the adverse consequences of automation and benefit from emerging technologies.

Secondly, despite the hype surrounding AI, the promise of AI in task automation and labor augmentation presents a mixed picture. AI tools can automate tasks in ways that cause harm, and even when no harms exist, users often express dissatisfaction or disengagement with AI-based assessments due to their opaqueness, errors, disregard for critical contexts, tacit knowledge, domain expertise, as well as the demand for extra labor time and resources. These problems largely frustrate users who have to use AI at work, especially those with limited autonomy to override AI-based assessments from supervisors or technical experts.

Moving forward, we argue that sociological research should extend beyond identifying dangers, pitfalls, and limitations of robots and AI in automation and augmentation. Instead, future research should focus on specifying the conditions and mechanisms that ameliorate the adverse consequences of task automation and enhance labor augmentation. To achieve this, sociologists should systematically embed the study of automation and augmentation in concrete social and political contexts at multiple levels.
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